Assessment and treatment of acute toxic inhalations.
Acute toxic inhalation exposures affect thousands of individuals worldwide each year. The acute evaluation of these inhaled exposures is often fraught with difficulty in identifying a specific agent, may involve multiple compounds, and a wide variety of responses are seen depending on the physical properties of the specific toxicant, the length of time of inhalation, and the concentration of the exposure. Recognizing key aspects of the most common acute toxic inhalations is useful in developing a diagnosis and treatment strategy. Use of sequential observations with flexible bronchoscopy has been the standard of care for assessing airway injury, and virtual bronchoscopy using computed tomographic images in a three-dimensional reconstructed image can now better identify airway narrowing. Use of [F]-fluorodeoxyglucose uptake, as measured by PET, has the potential for early recognition of delayed acute lung injury in toxic inhalation exposures. Development of a standardized respiratory injury grading system is ongoing with a recent multicenter trial nearly complete, allowing for more accurate estimates of eventual outcomes and guide levels of intensity of care for patients with acute inhalation injury. Removal from the source of exposure and airway support remain the first critical aspect of treatment, and additional therapies have been studied recently that focus on altering molecular mechanisms of acute cellular injury, expanding potential treatments beyond other pharmacotherapeutic strategies utilized previously such as mucolytics, bronchodilators, and inhaled anticoagulants. Although a prevalent source of airway injury, exposure to acute toxic inhalants is often difficult to assess and prognosticate, and challenging to treat.